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ARB Midstream LLC Continues to Grow Its Houston Presence, Adds Alison Vanderhoef to the Crude Supply and 
Trading Team 

Denver, CO (September 13, 2017) - ARB Midstream, LLC announced today that it has hired Alison Vanderhoef in the 

position of Crude Supply and Trading. In this role, Ms. Vanderhoef will be responsible for identifying new opportunities to 

acquire and market crude oil from various regions throughout North America.  Alison will also work to identify and assess 

business development opportunities for midstream solutions including gathering and processing, to further enhance ARB’s 

growing portfolio of midstream assets.  

“Alison brings valuable crude supply and trading experience and a great reputation that are indispensable for our 

continued growth and success,” said Ash Redkar, Senior Vice President, Crude and Intermediates Trading. “We look 

forward having Alison join our team as we continue to grow our marketing and trading capabilities and market access.”   

Before joining ARB Midstream, Ms. Vanderhoef was a Crude Oil marketer for Petro China. Alison received her 

undergraduate degree from Texas A&M and an MBA from the University of Phoenix.   Prior to Petro China, Alison worked 

for blue chip companies in the energy space including Kodiak Oil and Gas, Whiting Petroleum, and Vitol.   

“ARB Midstream is an ambitious company and I’m very excited to join at this stage in their growth,” said Ms. Vanderhoef, 

“their portfolio of assets combined with increased participation in the exposure to the Gulf coast market provides for 

significant synergy from the wellhead to the end markets, and I look forward to the opportunity to work with the ARB 

team.”  

About ARB Midstream, LLC 

ARB Midstream is an independent, growth-oriented company, providing complete midstream and marketing solutions for 

crude oil, LPGs and refined products. ARB’s assets include Platte River Gathering, a 157,000-bbl/d crude gathering system 

in Weld County, CO, and the Niobrara Connector, a full-service, direct-served, multi-commodity rail terminal in Evans, CO. 

ARB’s crude physical supply and trading team moves more than 50,000 bbl/d of crude across the greater Rockies, West 

Canada, Cushing and Gulf Coast markets. 

ARB was formed with a strategic financing relationship with BV Natural Resources, LLC, the energy division of Ball 

Ventures, LLC. Ball Ventures, LLC is a private company headquartered in Idaho Falls, Idaho, founded by Allen Ball, an Idaho 

businessman and entrepreneur that has helped build several successful companies, some of which operate in markets 

around the world. Under the leadership of CEO Cortney Liddiard, Ball Ventures, LLC has expanded its portfolio of real 

estate and private equity investments, in addition to the energy division of the company. 

For more information about ARB Midstream, visit www.arbmidstream.com 
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